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Disclaimer

Disclaimer
This report is written by Symmetry Invest A/S. The report is based on research, financial statements,
interviews, field research, analyst reports etc. The report includes the opinions of Symmetry Invest A/S. This
are our own opinions. Symmetry do no assure for any correctness written in this report as there could be
material miscalculations, mistyping’s etc. The research is often done on a 6-18-month basis before
publishing. This report should in no way be seen as a buy, hold or sell recommendation of the company.
Symmetry Invest A/S are an authorized alternative investment firm (FAIF) by Danish regulatory authorities.
We are not authorized as an investment advisor and as such this research should in no way be interpreted as
investment advice but as journalistic research and our own reasoning for owning the stock. Symmetry are in
no way responsible for any losses incurred on investments based on this report. Readers of this report
should interpret that Symmetry Invest A/S are holding shares in the company by the time of publishing this
report. Symmetry commits not to trade in the stock in 72 hours following publishing (according to the
timestamped in the report). After that, Symmetry Invest A/S keeps the right to buy or sell the stock without
any further notifications about it. Our target price for the stock could change materially caused by factors
either in or out of company control. We are not obligated to issue a new report or any notification should or
target price change.
This report is released to the following persons:
-

This report is released on our company website to investors in Symmetry Invest A/S
The report is passed through to fellow fund managers or investment advisors around the world as it
is normal for investment managers to share ideas with each other
The report is sent to subscribers to Symmetrys quarterly newsletter registered on our website.

Symmetry Invest A/S operates under the FAIF regulation and can only do marketing of our fund to Danish
FAIF accredited investors. As such, this report should in no way be interpreted as marketing for Symmetry
Invest A/S.
In some cases, Symmetry will issue a follow up report on material new information about the company. But
are in no way obligated to so.
Investment in stocks includes risk of loss of capital and we always recommend others to consult with an
authorized investment advisor before doing investments.
Pictures and other material in this report could be protected by Copyright and cannot be redistributed.

Symmetry are not receiving payments from any company mentioned in this report beside our return on
stock ownership in companies mentioned.
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Ticker

Market leader no one knows about
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This is a stock really few investors look at. A small Italian company with
basically no analyst coverage on it, being majority owned by an Italian
conglomerate.
We look at the story different. We see 3 different businesses under the
same umbrella. All of them high quality, growing recurring businesses.



All 3 group companies are founder led and delivering impressive results.



The Podini Family have shown themselves to be great capital allocators and
a good controlling shareholder.



With no multiple expansion investors will get a +15 % carry just from
current cash flow and organic growth. But should the stock reprice to peer
levels there is at least a double in the stock from here over the next 1-2
years.

Financials

2018

2019

2020

20.214

26.372

28.218

EBITDA

8.266

10.499

11.319

EBIT

6.399

9.700

10.348

Net Income
EBITDA margin

5.265

8.325

8.904

40,9%

42,0%

42,0%

EBIT Margin

31,7%

39,2%

39,2%

(thousands EUR)

Net Revenue
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Currency

PITE

IT0004997984
EUR

Target

10

Latest

5

Stocks in issue (mil.)
Market cap (mil.)

17,93
90

Nøgletal (2019)
P/E*
Dividend yield
*adjusted for non-cash D&A
on intangibles.

10,9
3,4 %
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We have written some posts about Piteco earlier and also mentioned it in our Q2 2018 newsletter. But as the stock
has come down and the financial results are really great, we thought it was a good time to rewrite the case. As Piteco
is now the largest investment in our fund we wanted to let our investors and other followers knowing why:

Piteco completed in late 2018 a change of listing from the Italian AIM to the main list in Milano. This has made the
stock more accessible and given it more liquidity. For Scandinavians the stock can be traded manually by SAXO Bank,
Interactive Brokers etc. It is also on the BEC IT-platform and can be traded online for all banks using that platform. For
smaller brokers like Nordnet etc. the shares can be traded by phone-orders.

Basically, Piteco is a holding company with 3 different group companies. The main company is still the Piteco business
followed in size by LendingTools and Myrios. All 3 companies operate in the software-space, selling software solutions
to the financial planning, treasury management, budgeting, trading, payments and banking industry. The 3 companies
operate as separate companies but have clear synergies in sales, development, costumer overlap etc. One of the main
attributes of all the group companies is the fact that their revenue is primarily annual recurring revenue with + 95 %
customer retention and often +100 % EUR retention. They are also high margin companies with the 3 different
companies having an EBITDA margin between (39-58 %) – despite them not having big CAPEX or capitalized R&D
expenses. This makes all 3 companies being highly cash generative in nature. With high customer retention they are
like a growing annuity. Also, the software the companies are selling is a tiny cost for the costumers, but in most cases,
it is critical infrastructure and have high switching costs. This explains the high retention rates. As long as the product
are good and works well, price really don’t matter for the costumers.
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A little history:
Piteco is majority owned by the Italian software conglomerate Dedagroup:

1

Dedagroup is owned by the Podini family through their holding company Seqeunza :

2

The Podini family controls 67 % of Piteco with Management having 6 %. With 1 % in treasury shares and long-term
holder Ennismore sitting on 8 % only around 18 % are left in free float (of which Symmetry holds a big part). This also
explain the lack of interest in the company from most market participants. Only the small boutique firm SFO SIM are
covering the shares and the company themselves are doing very little to market the company.
We first were attached to Piteco when it did its IPO in 2015 but waited to buy our first shares until 2017. We were first
attracted by the stable recurring revenue, growing at a nice rate with a good dividend-yield on top of it. But the more
we looked into Piteco and Dedagroup we have come to appreciate the long-term vision here. We have also had
several conversations with Marco Podini in order for us to understand the company. Marcos ability to do capital
allocation in Piteco is a highly valued asset. We think Marco Podini are going to use the Piteco platform to build an
international software company in treasury management, interbank-clearing, budgeting and financial planning. We
are really impressed about where he has taken Piteco in 2019 compared to 2015 when they did the IPO.

1
2

SFO SIM
Dedagroup 2017 annual report
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Piteco is only a small part of DedaGroup:

3

As can be seen above Dedagroup consist of a lot of different companies in the software-sector.

4

3
4

Dedagroup.com
Dedagroup 2017 annual report
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Dedagroup is a big company expecting to generate around 500 mio. Euro in revenue in 2018. In 2017 Piteco only
stood for around 6 % of the total revenue in Dedagroup (as Dedagroup controls Piteco they consolidate Piteco into
their own financials).
This is the same in regards to employees. At the end of 2017 Piteco employed 84 people out of 1.696 in DedaGroup.

Dedagroup is a profitable company with EBITDA around 20 mio. Euro. Dedagroup has grown consistently for 12 years
since its founding. At the end of 2017 Dedagroup had around 17 mio. Euro in cash and a low NIBD/EBITDA.
Piteco are the only subsidiary on Dedagroup that is listed on the stock exchange. Some could wonder why Dedagroup
have listed Piteco.
As we write this the market cap of Piteco are around 90 mio. Euro. The 32 % not owned by Dedagroup were worth 28
mio. Euro. With management holding 6 %, Dedagroup could quite easy have bought out minority shareholders if they
wanted to.
The Podini family did buy more shares in late 2018 and the company bought its own shares which increased the Podini
family’s stake. Simply because Marco Podini believed the shares very way to cheap. As we understand it, they don’t
want to take it private. They have a vision for Piteco. Using it as a platform to become a much larger company in the
future. With the shares listed they can also use it for currency when they to M&A. They did so when they acquired
Myrios – negotiating that the seller of Myrios could have 50% of his minority stake paid in Piteco shares when using
the PUT option.
So even though we don’t think the Podini family wants to take Piteco private again, we think it’s a good put option for
shareholders to have. If shares become too cheap, they will buy more directly and through share repurchases as
shown in 2018.
Besides sharing the long-term vision of the company and wanting to partner up with Marco, a big reason for us
owning the shares is because it’s just too cheap. Companies similar to Piteco with high customer retention, no
cyclicality and a growing annuity stream often trades at 25-30+ times earnings. At 5 Euro pr. Share Piteco trades
around 11 times our 2019 FCF estimate. For the company to be valued in line with peers it would have to at least
double.
What we have learned over the years is that when you partner with wonderful business owners and capital allocators
like Marco, you always nearly get positive surprises rather than negative ones. When we started to follow Piteco we
have not build into our model that they could acquire LendingTools or Myrius at low multiples or that they could buy
back shares and convertibles at a steep discount to intrinsic value or they could expand internationally to Geneva etc.
Those positive things just happened because we partnered with the right manager
We will walk through all 3 group companies before we do a summary and valuation.
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Piteco:
Piteco develops and sell corporate treasury management and financial planning software (TSM). The primary
customers are medium sized corporates and big companies. The costumers are primarily Italian, but a growing
number comes from international costumers or multinationals based in Italy.
The Piteco software is quite important for companies to handle their liquidity across their groups. It could be in
planning of subsidiary investments, cash pools, project finance etc. The great thing about the Piteco software is that it
is fully adaptable to SAP, Oracle, Microsoft systems etc. It means Piteco can integrate it into costumers existing ERP
and accounting systems. Some of the bigger players like SAP already have their own treasury software. But it’s really
complicated to create a good product here, and basically most companies buy add-ons from companies like Piteco.

5

Piteco estimates the total market for management application software to be a 4,5-billion-euro market. Piteco are
only targeting the management and financial analysis part of the market. But with Piteco currently having revenue
around 15 mio. Euro per year they are only having a small fraction of the addressable market.
The Piteco software tool comprises of around 20 different modules that are tailored for different industries, costumer
types etc. This gives Piteco an advantage as they can tailor the product directly to the need of costumers. Normally a
new customer buys 4-6 modules and then keep adding more modules each year, which give Piteco a high $ retention
on costumers.

5

Piteco presentation
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Below is a list of some of Pitecos costumers:

6

One of the things we like the most about Piteco is the low costumer churn. It is our understanding from speaking with
the company that Piteco practically never loses a costumer to a competitor. The only reason for them to lose
costumers is when costumers go bankrupt or they get bought out by other companies using a different software
provider. We understand the total customer retention rate is in the high 90’s. If we then include annual price
increases (the contract has yearly inflation adjustments) and the fact that costumers normally buy more and more
modules each year, it then gives Piteco a EUR retention on their costumers > 100 %. It’s a quite good business when
you start the new year on January 1., and you basically are guaranteed to grow your business. And all new costumers
you onboard are just add-ons to the existing business. Low churn is one of the main advantages for at software
company. For Piteco the sales cycle is quite long. The main competitor for Piteco are spreadsheets. The main task for
the sales force is to convince companies to go from spreadsheet to start using a TSM. When costumers sign up, they
buy a software license and an implementation project. In the following years they pay yearly maintenance/service
fees which are normally around 20 % of the one-time cost. As Piteco sell more and more SAAS deals instead of onpremise sales, those upfront project and software revenues will be lower and the recurring fees become higher.
What makes the sales cycle long also works the other way around. It makes the costumers extremely sticky after they
join. If you spend 100.000 Euro and a considerable amount of time on a project to install a new software, as long as it
works you don’t notice the 20.000 Euro maintenance fee you pay each year. It is also worth remembering that the
Piteco fee are a small fraction of the IT-budget. If a customer pays Oracle or SAP 2-3 mio. EUR a year for the ERP
6
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system etc. the 30.000-40.000 Euro or so they pay Piteco are not a concern to them. This is also the reason for the
really high margins Piteco have. A 40 % EBITDA margin is explained by the high level of recurring maintenance fees
that have really high margins attached. A smaller and smaller part of the business consist of lower margin and more
volatile project work.
Another reason is that Piteco is the by far market leader in Italy in the TMS space. Off all customers using a TMS (not
included those still using spreadsheets) we estimate Piteco have around 80 % market share. There are no real
competitors in Italy. Only a few targeting other populations etc. Some competitors have earlier tried to go into Italy
but excited again. Again, the product is really sticky. As Piteco have developed such a strong market presence it’s hard
for competitors to come in and catch up with them now.
The competitive situation is quite different if we look at it from a global perspective than from an Italian perspective.
Either way the market is still quite fragmented. It gives Piteco M&A options but could also make Piteco a target. From
an international perspective the two biggest competitors are Sungard and Kyriba. Sungaard is a big company that
besides TMS products sell a lot of other services. Kyriba is a premium product that is primarily sold to bigger
companies.
The main competitor in Italy is DocFinance. Our understanding from studying DocFinance is that their product is much
less sophisticated and adaptable compared to the Piteco tools. But that DocFinance primarily target small companies
where Piteco historically have focused on the medium and larger sized companies.
The fact that the Italian market is still quite small kind of protects Piteco from international competitors. Also, the
sales cycle in Italy depends on connections and a big network which Piteco and DedaGroup have and which a
competitor would lack.
The only analyst following Piteco writes the following about the competitive situation:

7

7

CFO SIM
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The client cycle is different for costumers buying the on-premise software compared to cloud/SAAS costumers. The
main costumer group is still the first one. The client lifecycle is explained below:

8

As explained above the typical costumer buy a project for 65.000 Euro upfront and then pay around 11.000 Euro and
growing in maintenance fee thereafter.
The other costumer group which are fairly new to Piteco is the SAAS costumers. In 2014 Piteco launched the Cloud
version of their product. This product typically sells to smaller companies which themselves have their ERP system in
the cloud. For smaller costumers there is no upfront fee. Instead they pay an annual SAAS fee for the software. For
very big SAAS projects where Piteco would put a lot of man-hours upfront to implement the product, it is our
understanding that they still charge an upfront fee on top of the annual SAAS fee.
For us the most important metric to follow regarding the Piteco business is the annual growth in recurring revenue:

9

8
9
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Symmetry calculation based on company IFRS numbers.
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This shift from 100 % on-premise sales to more and more SAAS/Cloud sales have influenced the revenue numbers for
Piteco. As can be seen on the previous page that number accelerated in 2018 to 8,1 % growth from a low of 5,8 % in
2017. One of the main reasons for this growth is the number of new clients onboarded. This number are growing
which add additional recurring revenue. It is really interesting to follow the growth of the SAAS business. It has grown
from virtually nothing in 2014 to close to a million euro in 2018 with good growth numbers.
If we split the 8,1 % growth in 2018 in two pieces we get another interesting metric. The growth in recurring revenues
were only 4,7 % in the first 6 months of 2018. Then it accelerated a lot to 12,5 % in the second half of 2018. With a lot
of new costumers currently coming in the momentum are great going into 2019
The growth opportunities are really big. According to Piteco, only 1/4 of the potential customers are today using a
TMS. The remaining 3/4 of the TAM are still using spreadsheets. In addition, Piteco have the opportunity to move
down market with their new cloud solution, increasing the TAM additionally. In the Italian market alone the growth
opportunity is really big. Piteco also showed this by accelerating revenue growth again in H2 2018 and had the best
year ever in 2018 on new costumer onboardings.

10

The research above indicates that costumers using a TMS system want a specific application software to do so instead
of the ERP module. It’s around 80 % of costumers who prefers to have an add-on product. It’s also interesting to see
10
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that even with SAAS products booming this year, the vast majority of TMS sales are still not in the cloud. This also
corresponds quite well with Piteco numbers, where cloud just recently have started to grow.

11

The above figure illustrates the size of the typical costumer using a TMS. It is still primarily larger corporations that is
using a TMS. But smaller ones are increasingly adapting to the trend as the TMS products becomes more applicable to
their accounting systems.

Why are companies using a TMS as an add-on to their ERP system? We did some interviews with companies on
different sizes on the topic. As I have a background as an accountant before starting my investment firm, I know some
about the space.
Below we have highlighted two responses we got from our interviews. First from a CFO of a midsized Danish company
about why they don’t use a TMS:
“Personally I have been presented with a lot of different TMS systems, but just never have found
some where I find the trouble worth the upside.”
The next one is from a Fortune 500 company where the group treasurer tells about the importance of their TMS:
We definitely use a specialised Treasury Management System. Some reasons for the system;
- Managing a diverse currency and commodity portfolio
- Supports a cashpooling structure and more effective use of funds
- Automates many process from taking the forecast, executing external trades, with straight through
processing for settlement, accounting etc
- Better controls
- Streamlines payment process (via SWIFT), trade matching (MiSys) and FX trading (360T)
- Few people (6 for front, middle and back office running a totally centralised Treasury process.

11
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In our interviews we have not identified companies that actually installed and used a TMS and went back to using a
spreadsheet. This backs our opinion that companies carefully test and consider using it, but if they decide to do so,
they are really loyal to it.

Another growing stream of revenue are the international opportunity for Piteco. Piteco uses resellers in other parts of
the world, but do have some direct advantages to. They have together with Myrios set up a new Geneva office. They
will use this office to grow into the European market. They have their US subsidiary LendingTools which create a lot of
connections to them in the US. Additionally, they are majority owned by DedaGroup which themselves is a huge
software conglomerate. Dedagroup are big on countries like Mexico where they can use their knowledge and
connections to help the Piteco product travel.
But investors need to be aware here, that what gives Piteco such a strong Moat and market position in Italy also works
the other way around internationally. In some markets, competitors have strong market positions that Piteco need to
break down and penetrate, making it more expensive and costly to grow internationally.
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LendingTools:
In April 2017 Piteco bought a majority stake in US based LendingTools (LT) through the US subsidiary Juniper. LT have
a leading position in the US for processing interbank payments and is the largest network outside the federal reserve.
LT is a high growth, high margin recurring payment processing company. Those companies normally trade for huge 2530+ times multiples as they are annuity like in their nature. As Piteco only paid around 10-12 times earnings for it, we
think it’s a good way to start with the history here:
The way Piteco purchased LendingTools are quite interesting (some of this is from websites, company reports, analytic
reports etc. and some based on our conversations with the company):
LT were founded and owned by three community bankers which founded the company back in 1990. Over the years
the second generation took over LT and developed the software into a high growth application for community banks
in the US to handle all their interbank transactions and act as a clearing house. As the founder’s health become bad
and they wanted to retire while the second generation wanted to take care of the bank, they decided the best thing to
do was to sell LT. They had a lot of concerns with this.
1) They did not want to sell to private equity
2) They did not want to sell to a competitor
3) They did not want to sell to a big bank
Price was not the main concern. It was to find the right home for the company. They found a great solution to this
which involved a management buyout with Piteco as the founding partner. The management buyout included 3
parties:
1) Jon Budd which was previously COO of the company. After the founders sold, he became the CEO and bought
20 % of the company
2) Jorge Jimenez, the chairman, bought 20 %. Jorge Jimenez is one of LT’s partners through his international
blockchain house eZforex.com. He was also a former product developer at the Federal Reserve.
3) Piteco SpA bought 60 %.
Jorge Jimenez had some connections to Piteco and thought they would be an ideal partner to have with them in this
business going forward. The 3 parties each put up 1 million, 1 million and 3 million $ to fund Juniper. Piteco then made
a loan of 10 mio. USD to Juniper. Juniper used those 15 mio. $ to purchase 100 % of LT. Piteco get 2,5 % interest on
that intercompany loan and themselves loaned the money in Italy for a 1,75 % interest rate making a small arbitrage.
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/juniper-payments-llc-jumps-forward-into-bank-credit-union-space-withacquisition-lendingtoolscom-2209222.htm
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With Jon as CEO and Jorge as chairman they both have high incentives to deliver good results at LT. Because Piteco
put out the loan, the 20 % stake they purchased work as a levered investment. They only put up 6-7 % of the purchase
price but got a 20 % interest. This means the value creation are levered on both the upside and the downside.

12

As Jon Budd was previously the COO with family members as CEO our impression is that he has a lot of ideas to
accelerate growth at LT. With his commitment and the good network of Jorge and Piteco, the scene is set for
something great.
Below is the timeline for LT/Juniper:

13
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13
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LT is a software/payment company acting as a correspondent in the interbank industry. It serves banks and credit
unions primarily in the US and handle daily transaction for them. The products are regulated and authorized by the
government with +90 % of revenue being recurring in nature with high renewal rates.

15

14
15

Lendingtools.com
http://www.lendingtools.com/aboutus.html
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Small and medium sized banks and credit unions in the US are increasingly outsourcing their payments solutions. As
banks wants to due more and more transactions (higher fees), but don’t want more administration by handling
settlements, compliance etc. the LT solution makes perfect sense to use.

17

The chart above illustrates how the technology works. As we understand it, when two banks want to settle payments
and process transfers, they need a correspondent to verify and control this. It can be through the federal reserve
systems, but with the OnWe network that talks with the federal reserve, the LT cloud-solution acts as a quick and
scalable correspondent. This is how they can process more than 3 billion $ of daily transactions.

16
17

http://www.lendingtools.com/
Piteco presentation
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The chart above explains some of the features the LT system have for its customers. We have talked to people with
more technology knowledge than we have, but we have not been able to deeply understand the software and how it
stands from a competitive position. From that point we lean ourselves to the financial numbers to understand the
growth dynamics.

18
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LT shows their revenue mix and some costumer examples above. Some of the costumers are quite big banks and
credit unions in the US.

19
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If we then look a little bit at the actual numbers for LT:

20

It’s not really easy to calculate the actual growth rates as Piteco only report the EUR numbers and really don’t do a lot
to market the good results. In 2016 Juniper did around 408.000 in monthly revenue. In the 8 months Piteco owned the
business in 2017 the monthly revenue was around 417.000 USD or only 2 % higher than in 2016. We were somehow
disappointed with those numbers.
The explanation for the lower growth was some market turbulence and some internal disruption related to the Piteco
purchase and new CEO etc. It is also our understanding that the founders handled the business quite conservative
regarding to growth initiatives, investment etc. as Jon Budd and Jorge was handed the keys, they started to implement
new growth initiatives.
This has clearly paid off. In the first half of 2018 revenue pr. Month grew 5 % over 2017 (which only consist of second
half 2017 numbers). But then H2 2018 numbers came in marts. We calculate the growth to around 21 % organic YoY.
For FY 2018 we estimate around 12-14 % organic growth compared to 2017. This is based on the reported 2.176.000
number for H1 in comparison with the 4,6 mio. Number reported for the whole year.
One reason for the big revenue increase in the second part of 2018 was that LT signed a new big aggregator contract
that aggregated volume for several banks into LT systems. This will have more than half a million USD in FY effect and
with only part of that in 2018 numbers. LT are set for a good 2019.
It’s the goal and ambition for LT to grow at double digits going forward. We use more conservative assumptions in our
model but would of cause be happy to see the high growth continue.

The growth comes from different factors. One is that payments and payments processing are just an ever-growing
factor. This is why most payment companies are trading at huge multiples. With the internet we simply do more and
more transactions each year. We see nothing that would stop this trend. Another factor is that the US are still
underbanked:

20
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According to this article 5 % of the US population are still unbanked and 18 % underbanked.
https://theirrelevantinvestor.com/2019/04/07/the-well-being-of-u-s-households/
As more and more people become banked and younger generations that are used to the internet grow up, payments
will continue to grow.

It is quite remarkable how cheap Piteco bought LT. The benefit of having the right connections and network really
benefitted Piteco here.
Piteco paid 13 mio. USD in mid-2017 for a company which generated 1,75 (around 1,3 after tax with current US 25 %
tax rate) in 2016. This was a P/E multiple of 10 times historical numbers.

21

If we fast forward to 2018 Piteco have said that LT did 4,6 mio. Euro in revenue with a 41 % EBITDA margin. In USD
that gives us an EBITDA of 2,2 mio. USD. The business only has really few CAPEX. This leave at least 1,5 mio. USD in
2018 net profit or only 8,7 times the 2017 purchase price. And as we have shown above, the business has just recently
started to accelerate.

21
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Myrius:
As we said in the beginning, when you partner with wonderful capital allocators like Marco Podini, you normally get
positive surprises. Such a positive surprise was handed to us last summer when Piteco announced the acquisition of a
54 % stake in Myrios.
Myrios products are sold to banks, insurance companies and big industrials. As of now Myrios only have a few big
costumers, but it’s our understanding that the pipeline is huge. The Myrios product are suited for Capital
management, risk management and compliance. It can handle risk and compliance for derivatives, currencies,
commodities etc. that banks and insurance companies can’t.

22

Their main product is a product called Myrios FM (Financial modelling). It’s a software solution aimed at supporting
complex processes and calculations in the Finance and risk management areas.
The software is developed on a three-tier and Microsoft SQL Server Architecture. It is entirely on Microsoft.Net
framework.

22

Myrios.net (translated from Italian)
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The product can handle data in organizations and support the activity in the back office to the front end of brokering
houses handling OTC products, derivatives and keeping track of deals.

Myrios was founded by Marco Pecetto which is still the CEO of the company. Myrios have until now primarily been
focused on the Italian market. But with the help of Piteco, Juniper and DedaGroup it will take a more international
approach to sales going forward. Recently they opened an office in Geneva to sell into the Swizz market where a lot of
the potential costumer (trading houses) are incorporated.

23
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If we then look a little bit at the numbers for Myrius they also seem quite good:

Revenue in 2018 grew just above 10 % YoY with EBITDA growing 17 % to 1,76 mio. Euro. Good numbers. It is again our
understand that Myrius numbers for the first half of 2018 was somehow affected by management spending time
negating the Piteco deal etc. After the Piteco deal closed management could use 100 % of the time growing Myrios
and using the Piteco and DedaGroup network to do so. Also, it’s our understanding that Myrios landed some new
bank deals in the summer of last year which only effected the second half numbers. The numbers clearly support this
thesis:

If we break the 2018 numbers into two pieces. The first 9 month where Piteco did not own the business and the last 3
months where Piteco did so we get a totally different picture. In the first 9 month the revenue pr. Month was only
1,26, or slightly more than FY2017 with a little higher margin. In the last 3-month revenue was 0,32 pr. Month or 38 %
higher than the first 9 month with a +60 % EBITDA margin. This is truly remarkable numbers. Even though we are
blown away by those numbers we want to caution a little bit for several reasons:
1) The numbers are small. So even some rounding could affect them quite a bit
2) The Myrios business do have seasonality with Q4 being the strongest one.
But what we do know is that Myrios grew revenue +10% in FY2018, it got some new costumers throughout the
summer and finished the year strong. It gives them good momentum moving into 2019. When we talked to
management about this amazing numbers, they also confirmed that Myrios landed some new SAAS deals in the
middle of 2018 which have FY effect in 2019. Myrius should be set up for a strong 2019.
The reason Myrios grow a lot and have a big potential are the value proposition it offers its customers. As we
understand the competitive landscape the biggest competitor for Myrios is a tool from Nymex. This sells for around 13 million Euro in yearly fees. Myrios can sell a competing product at 1/4 of the price and still make 60 % EBITDA
margin. This is the beauty of software. We think both Italian banks that need to lower their expenses and European
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trading houses (normally based in Switzerland, Luxembourg etc.) will consider adopting the Myrios tool. And we need
to remember that Myrios only had 3 mio. Euro in revenue in 2018. It only needs a few new costumers a year to have
high growth rates.

I think Marco bought Myrios because it’s an amazing business with huge growth potential which Piteco, DedaGroup
and LT can help it unfold. If we look at the growth numbers it’s even more amazing how cheap Piteco bought it.
Piteco paid 7,3 mio. EUR for a 56 % stake corresponding to a 13 mio. Euro market value. With 1 mio. Euro in cash it
leaves a 12-million-euro enterprise value. With a 2018 EBITDA of 1,76 it gives an EV/EBITDA multiple of only 6,8. There
is some small earn outs for 2018 and 2019 that could push the numbers a little higher. We have to have in mind here
that this is a business with virtually no CAPEX and the earnings are applicable to the patent box tax regime netting a 510 % tax rate at the moment. Even after adjusting for the earn-out, capex and taxes PITECO paid an all-in P/E ratio of
less than 10 times earnings for Myrios. This is a high margin, cash generating business with huge growth potential and
+90 % recurring revenues. And the deal was financed with debt at 2-3 % interest rate!
The logical question, one we also asked ourselves several times was: how was Piteco able to buy such a high-quality
business for such a low multiple. We also asked the company about this:
The main reason was that Piteco already had a partnership with Myrios before the transaction. The two companies
already knew each other well and had good chemistry. The founder and CEO of Myrios Marco Pecetto understood
that with the help of Piteco, the full potential of Myrios could be unlocked. With Piteco having relationships with +600
Italian costumers, Juniper having relationships with a huge number of US banks and DedaGroup being a big software
conglomerate selling into the financial services industry, Piteco already worked with a lot of potential Myrios
costumers. The sales synergies were simply really big. For Marco Pecetto, it was much valuable to sell 56 % to Piteco
and get their help growing the business than keeping the 100 % alone.
This again underscores our point that when partnering up with good capital allocators like Marco Podini which have a
huge network and touchpoint throughout the industry, positive surprises normally happens.
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Summary:
Piteco have delivered great numbers over a long period of time. Below is a 10-year table over revenue and EBITDA
from 2008 to 2017.
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One thing we think is particularly interesting is the stability. Piteco grow year after year. In 2018 we had the worst
financial crisis since the great depression. Piteco just grew throughout it in 2009 and 2010. In 2011 Italy had the Euro
and debt crisis. Again, Piteco just grew consistently. The numbers for 2017-2019 will of cause be helped by the LT and
Myrios deals. But the Piteco business still keep growing 5-10 % on a recurring basis year after year.
One thing Piteco do is they constantly innovative and invest in innovation. The figures below are from the 2018 annual
report in Italian:
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Piteco presentation
Piteco 2018 Annual IFRS report
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As we don’t speak Italian it was good that CFO SIM broke out the details for us in the latest report:
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We think it’s great to see how few people works with administrative functions and how many engineers they have
developing products and improving the solutions. As we understand from the company, it’s a big advantage for Piteco
that the people implementing and handling the design phase is software are engineers. With the sales people
handling the introduction the ones upselling products afterwards are IT-guys.

The CEO of Piteco was recently interview in the newspaper here:

https://www.pitecolab.it/static/news/Piteco-punta-su-USA-e-Svizzera948.aspx?fbclid=IwAR2mrN2QabvHBIipJ37Ggg_F9RmiDvx4WSbPiSzhuairnRbrdK5Yo6HUkJQ
In English, he talks about the big opportunity Piteco see by expanding their reach to USA and Europa. They bought
Myrios and are now opening an office in Switzerland. They will use this office to expand all the group products to
European multinationals.
He also talks about the big growth opportunities LendingTools have in the USA. A huge part of the US population still
uses checkbooks and are underbanked. He sees interbank transactions to continue to grow a lot and LendingTools to
take share of this.
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Valuation:
Our financial projections for Piteco is set below:
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There is especially for Piteco good visibility for future growth. Growth in H2 2018 was +8 %. The growth in LT in 2018
and 2019 are based on full consolidation in 2018 and some forex gains in 2018 and 2019 as the USD/EUR have gone
up. The Myrius numbers for 2019 include full consolidation. We expect stable margins for Piteco and Juniper going
forward. We expect slightly lower margins for Myrios as they invest in new office and sales to support growth.
Management said in the remarks that they expected growing margins, but we would want to be a little conservative
here as margins are already high.
Below are the projections for the Net income.
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The tax rate for the company was 2 % in 2017 and 8 % in 2019. In our model we using 10,12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 % as
long-term tax rates. The reason for the low tax rate is because most earnings are applicable to the Italian patent box
regime which tax exempts companies with technological knowhow, exports, patents etc. With full consolidation of
Myrios in 2019 there is a change that the tax rate could stay below 10 % for a long time. But as this is based on
political decisions in Italy, we want to be a little more conservative on the long-term tax rate.
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Symmetry estimates
Symmetry estimates
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At a 5 Euro share price Piteco have a 90 million Euro market capitalization. It gives us a P/E (or P/FCF) of 10,8 times
2019 earnings and 10,1 times 2020 earnings.
We just think this is way to cheap for a company of this quality with this growth aspects and stability in earnings.

Minorities:
One of the more difficult things to do when valuating the company is how to account for the minority interest in
Juniper and Myrios.
Piteco owns 60 % of Juniper and 56 % of Myrios. As the minority holders have a put option on their stake and Piteco
thinks it more likely than not that they will exercise this put option, according to IFRS they calculate the net present
value of put options on the balance sheet as a liability instead of according minority interest in the P&L and equity
lines. One should think of those as “deferred payments” for the last part of the acquisition.
The fair value on those put options are 2,3 mio. EUR and 9,2 mio. EUR respectively. The reasons for the low liability on
juniper put relates to the fact that Piteco funded the minority part with a 10 mio. USD intercompany loan.
We use 3 different methodologies to value Piteco.
In all 3 methodologies we use fair value of 25 times FCF to value the business.
Piteco is a high growth company with +90 % recurring revenues and high margin, high cash flow and asset light. Those
companies do commend high multiples. US payment companies and data processing companies can trade at +30
times earnings, while they normally are lower in Europe. We think 25x FCF which corresponds to a 4 % free cash flow
yield is fair as long as they can sustain an 8-12 % organic growth rate.
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As we said we use 3 different methodologies to value the company. The outcome is a fair value per share between
10,1 and 11,0 Euro. We think the second methodology are the most accurate which corresponds to 10,4 EUR pr. Share
in valuation.
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-

In method 1 we simply take our free cash flow estimate which include interest on debt and fair value
adjustment on put options. We then deduct for the put option debt.

-

In the second method we add back interest on debt in FCF. This improves FCF. We instead deduct the net
financial debt from the enterprise value calculation.

-

In the last method I calculate the 40 % + 44 % minority interest. The free cash flow goes up a little as the fair
valuation of the put option also can be removed. This gives a lower value of 181.375. But here we assume
that minority holders don’t exercise put options. We then don’t have to deduct the put option liability and
can instead add the intercompany loan as an asset.

We also want to add that Piteco has a convertible bond outstanding which can increase share count by around 4 %
and decrease my fair value of around 2 % if its fully converted into shares. Piteco have bought back some of that in the
open market and I think they will continue to do so as they became available. I have not included this in the valuation.
All in we are really happy with our investment in Piteco.
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The stock has ticked up some from the lows in 2018 due to the extremely good H2 numbers and generally better
market positions. But on the other hand, the stock is still below the high from the two years ago before the two good
M&A deals.
Best regards
Andreas Aaen
Symmetry Invest
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Google finance
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